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Events
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Sept. 21-23, 2022
OMNI Hotel, Austin, TX

Continuum
on LinkedIn
Come follow us on

LinkedIn!

Schwab Town Hall
stresses benefits of

Succession Planning

Schwab recently hosted a Town Hall meeting focusing on
various topics of business ownership including

compensation, benefits and finding talent.
One of the key topics was Succession planning.

Having a solid Contingency and Succession plan in place
is key to ensuring the future of your business, clients and

staff. Every Advisor should have a contingency
agreement in place for the unexpected. 

A thoughtful Succession Plan is also important to maintain
the value of your business into the future. 

Our own Nate Stibbs has extensive experience helping
Advisors establish Contingency and

Succession plans. Please contact Nate directly if you
would like a consultation to better understand your options
for building value and providing a solid foundation for your

business to thrive into the future.  
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Things to Keep an Eye on for June:

Still a Hot Topic - Fed Actions

With inflation continuing to be the primary focus of the Fed, key data since last month’s
meeting has generally indicated that inflation is still not substantially moderating. 

Consensus until this past Monday had been a 50 basis point increase to the target fed funds
rate. The Fed has been very transparent with their rate increase roadmap, but on Monday,
multiple news outlets had reported the coming of a more aggressive 75 basis point hike. 

Assuming the Fed settles on 75 basis points, it will be interesting to see how the market
reacts to 75 basis points and even more compelling to hear the Fed’s commentary around the
increase and what their future plans may be. Additionally, how would the street react if the
increase is “only” 50 basis points?

The markets despise uncertainty so the next few days will be quite fascinating.  

The Impact of Quantitative Tightening (QT)

Quantitative easing (QE) was introduced to many of us in 2008, primarily to reduce
borrowing costs, to stimulate spending, to support economic growth, and ultimately to
increase inflation. As we enter the month of June, the current era of QE will become a
thing of the past as the Fed embarks on an intentional move which is the mirror
opposite of QE – quantitative tightening or QT.

The ultimate goal of the impending QT will be to combat inflation. Instead of artificially
keeping interest rates low by buying bonds, the Fed now will allow for interest rates to
normalize by no longer replacing (buying) maturing bonds in their inventory as they
mature. This process is known as a “roll off” from the Fed’s balance sheet.

The Fed believes that QT in conjunction with rising policy rates should be able to quell
inflation. In theory they could be correct, but even if successful, QT has implications we
all should keep in mind. Global economies have become increasingly
interdependent. There are views that as rates rise both domestically and with the Bank
of England, assets currently invested in emerging markets may choose to flee for the



safety of more stable sovereign debt. If substantial sums of investment exit emerging
economies, very material global financial concerns could emerge. 

 
Compliance CENTER STAGE

CCO Maternity Leave

As a reminder, our CCO Alina Lee Santiago will be on maternity leave starting the month of
July.  Please email compliance or supervisory items to supervision@continuumadvisory.com
and continue submitting ad review items, monthly branch checklists and all other items on the
Schwab Compliance Technologies/My Compliance Office portal to "Supervision" for review.

OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY

OPERATIONS "TIP OF THE MONTH"
Rep Codes for Direct Business

   From time to time, you may open a new relationship with a direct firm: an annuity sponsor, mutual
fund company, etc. When you do, you may also receive a new rep code to distinguish your business
with that firm.  When this happens, please make sure to send your new rep code along with
the company/sponsor name in an e-mail to NewBusiness@Continnuumadvisory.com. This will help
you in seeing all of your accounts reflected properly not only in AUCTUS but in all other
downstream systems.  
   If you have any questions about forms or if there are other topics that would be particularly helpful,
please let us know by contacting any of us in the Operations and Technology Team!!!

AUCTUS
UPDATES

New Release - Book-Level
Dashboard 

On June 20, 2022, AUCTUS will release
a new Dashboard view under the
RESEARCH tab on the platform. There
will be a soft launch where you can
preview the release by selecting it in the
RESEARCH tab beginning June 16,
2022. This new Dashboard will provide a number of benefits enabling you to view and manage your
clients, and their holdings, more efficiently. Included in the new streamlined view are features
including a book-level asset analysis, curated news based on positions held, number of accounts
holding positions, dynamic market updates along with customizable columns and watchlists. Please
be on the lookout for a training video and more coming early the week of June 20th!!

If you would like a demonstration or need specific help in navigating the new Dashboard,
please contact any of us on the Operations & Technology Team!!!

 



Leverage Performance Reporting through
AUCTUS 

AUCTUS provides robust Performance
Reporting capabilities built on the Black

Diamond infrastructure. In addition, clients can
access these reports through the customized

Client Portal. 
Blue Leaf, our legacy reporting system, has
struggled to keep up and has become more
inflexible over the years. Due to increased

costs, lack of adoption and the fact that
AUCTUS provides a better overall experience,
we are actively working with Advisors to help
migrate clients to the new platform. Please be
on the lookout for communications from the

home office about how we can help you take
advantage of these new reporting capabilities

for your clients!

Mismatches are now
Action Items

In May, Triad completed their
effort of loading all legacy

Sponsor Mismatches into the
NBS system allowing easier

resolution of outstanding
mismatches.  You may have

noticed that your Action Items
list increased because of

this. 
Please know that we at the
home office are working to

clear these for you and will be
contacting you if we need

additional information. 
Please contact Dominic

Faraj directly if you have any
questions. 

Welcome ANNA SQUITIERI to Rassler
Financial and Continuum Advisory!

Anna joins Rassler Financial after more than 20 years
as a title conveyancer in real estate.

She is excited to learn the financial aspect of the world
and ready to help Shanley and Nicolette as much as
possible.

Happy Birthday!
Tim Kerrigan - June 11

Sharon D'Agostino - June 15
Shannen Ingram - June 19

Jon Sullivan - June 28

If you have news topics, events and milestones to share with the Continuum family, please feel free to email them to asantiago@continuumadvisory.com.

mailto:kludlow@continuumadvisory.com
mailto:dfaraj@contnuumsdvisory.com
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